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The current dynamic gesture contour feature extraction method has the problems that the recognition rate of dynamic gesture
contour feature and the recognition accuracy of dynamic gesture type are low, the recognition time is long, and comprehensive
is poor. Therefore, we propose a dynamic gesture contour feature extraction method using residual network transfer learning.
Sensors are used to integrate dynamic gesture information. The distance between the dynamic gesture and the acquisition
device is detected by transfer learning, the dynamic gesture image is segmented, and the characteristic contour image is
initialized. The residual network method is used to accurately identify the contour and texture features of dynamic gestures.
Fusion processing weights are used to trace the contour features of dynamic gestures frame by frame, and the contour area of
dynamic gestures is processed by gray and binarization to realize the extraction of contour features of dynamic gestures. The
results show that the dynamic gesture contour feature recognition rate of the proposed method is 91%, the recognition time is
11.6 s, and the dynamic gesture type recognition accuracy rate is 92%. Therefore, this method can effectively improve the
recognition rate and type recognition accuracy of dynamic gesture contour features and shorten the time for dynamic gesture
contour feature recognition, and the F value is 0.92, with good comprehensive performance.

1. Introduction

Gesture is an intuitive and convenient way of communica-
tion, and natural and comfortable human-computer inter-
action can be realized through gesture recognition [1]. At
present, dynamic gestures are more intuitive than static
gestures and are widely used in flexible human-computer
interaction applications. It can not only manipulate virtual
objects in a virtual reality environment but also can be
widely used in smart home appliances and corresponding
automatic control fields [2–3]. However, due to the com-
plexity of the human hand structure, dynamic gestures
are presented as diverse. The recognition of dynamic ges-
tures has always been one of the difficulties in research.
Traditional gesture recognition methods are usually imple-
mented by background filtering and feature extraction.
They are easy to be affected by external factors such as
light, reduce the performance of the algorithm, and are
difficult to obtain satisfactory results.

In recent years, with the rise of deep learning algorithms,
a deep residual network has been widely used as a new deep
learning algorithm. This learning algorithm adopts end-to-
end learning strategy, which can efficiently and indepen-
dently realize image feature analysis, explore the internal
features of images, and help improve the effect of image
analysis. However, the deep learning model is complicated
for sample training and learning process. Therefore, transfer
learning is introduced to migrate the learned sample data or
model parameters to the new model to avoid the lack of zero
learning in the deep learning network [4]. There are many
related studies on the transfer learning of residual network.
The literature [5] proposes the method of combining wide
residual and long-term and short-term memory network.
Convolutional neural network is used to extract features
synchronously in space and time dimensions, respectively,
and the long-term and short-term memory network is used
to analyze features synchronously and input them into the
residual network, so as to finally realize gesture recognition.
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The literature [6] uses deep neural network and residual
learning technology to study nonlinear wavefront sensing.
The deep residual learning method expands the usable range
of Lyot-based low order wavefront sensors (LLOWFS) by
more than one order of magnitude and can improve the
closed-loop control of the system with large initial wavefront
error. This paper shows the advantages of residual network.
The literature [7] proposes a deep residual convolutional
neural network (CNN) model to self-learn the hidden
median filter traces in JPEG lossy compressed images. In
order to alleviate the over fitting problem of the deeper
CNN model, this paper adopts a data enhancement scheme
in training to increase the diversity of training data, so as to
obtain a more stable median filter detector.

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a
dynamic gesture contour feature extraction method based
on residual network transfer learning.

(1) The sensor is used to integrate the dynamic gesture
information. The distance between the dynamic ges-
ture and the acquisition device is detected by transfer
learning, and the dynamic gesture image is seg-
mented in the background

(2) The feature contour image is initialized, the dynamic
gesture feature contour image was replaced, and the
dynamic gesture feature recognition model was
trained. The residual network method is used to
accurately identify the contour and texture features
of dynamic gestures

(3) The processing weights are fused to obtain a signifi-
cant contour response, and the contour features of
dynamic gestures are traced frame by frame. Accord-
ing to the geometric features of the dynamic gesture
region, the dynamic gesture part is projected longitu-
dinally, and the dynamic gesture contour area is
processed by gray and binarization to realize the
dynamic gesture contour feature extraction

2. Related Work

At present, a large number of scholars in this field have con-
ducted research on it and achieved certain research results.
The literature [8] proposes a multiloss recurrent residual
network, a multitask-based method that performs gesture
recognition and time detection at the same time. It adopts
a double loss function, which assigns the category of each
frame of video to a gesture class, and determines the frame
interval related to each gesture, so as to extract gesture con-
tour and gesture motion features to complete dynamic ges-
ture recognition. The dynamic gesture recognition speed of
this method is fast, but the contour and texture of dynamic
gesture recognition are not considered, resulting in low
accuracy of dynamic gesture recognition. The literature [9]
proposed a dynamic gesture recognition method based on
a feature fusion network and variant convolution Long
Short-Term Memory (ConvLSTM) and designed the gesture
recognition architecture. The architecture extracts spatio-
temporal feature information from local, global, and deep

and combines feature fusion to reduce the loss of feature
information. The local spatiotemporal feature information
is extracted from video sequences by using the three-
dimensional residual network of channel feature fusion.
The variation ConvLSTM is used to learn the global tempo-
ral and spatial information of dynamic gestures, and the
attention mechanism is introduced to change the gate struc-
ture of ConvLSTM to realize dynamic gesture recognition.
This method can effectively improve the accuracy of
dynamic gesture recognition, which has the problem of long
time of dynamic gesture recognition. The literature [10] pro-
posed dynamic gesture recognition based on selective spatio-
temporal feature learning, combined with the dynamic
selection mechanism of selective spatiotemporal feature
learning of ResC3D network and ConvLSTM, improved
the architecture of dynamic gesture fusion model, adaptively
adjusted dynamic gesture data, extracted short-term and
long-term spatiotemporal features of dynamic gesture learn-
ing, and recognized dynamic gestures. The dynamic gesture
recognition rate of this method is high, but the accuracy of
dynamic gesture type recognition is low. The literature [11]
proposes a dynamic gesture recognition method based on
short-time sampling neural network. The short-time sam-
pling neural network is used to integrate verified modules
to learn short-term and long-term features from video input.
Each video input is divided into a fixed number of frame
groups, one frame is selected and represented as RGB image
and optical flow snapshot, and the convolution neural net-
work is input to extract features and output long-term
short-term memory network to recognize dynamic gestures.
This method has good robustness. However, the recognition
efficiency is low. The literature [12] proposed a dynamic ges-
ture recognition algorithm based on simultaneous detection
and classification of wide residual network and long-term
and short-term memory network. Firstly, the spatiotemporal
features are extracted from the fine-tuning three-
dimensional convolutional neural network. Secondly, the
bidirectional convolutional long-term and short-term mem-
ory network is used to further consider the time aspect of
image sequence. Finally, these advanced features are sent
to a wide range of residual networks for final gesture recog-
nition. The success rate of gesture recognition is high, but
the accuracy of gesture recognition is low.

Relevant achievements have also been made in China.
The literature [13] proposes a multifeature dynamic gesture
recognition method, which uses the somatosensory control-
ler leap motion to track the dynamic gesture to obtain data,
extract the displacement vector angle and inflection point
judgment count, train the dynamic gesture using the hidden
Markov model, and recognize the multifeature dynamic ges-
ture according to the matching rate of the gesture to be
tested and the model. This method can effectively improve
the recognition rate of similar gestures, but the recognition
time is long. Literature [14] proposed a feature extraction
method based on the geometric distribution of gestures, nor-
malized the segmented gesture image, calculated the width
length ratio of the minimum circumscribed rectangle of
the gesture main direction and the gesture contour, prelim-
inarily identified it by using the similarity function, counted
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the distribution of gesture contour points by using the con-
tour segmentation method, and recognized the gesture con-
tour according to the modified Hausdorff distance similarity
measurement method. The recognition time of this method
is shorter, but the recognition accuracy is lower.

In order to solve the shortcomings of research, a
dynamic gesture contour feature extraction method based
on residual network transfer learning is proposed, and the
performance of the proposed method is verified by experi-
ments. The results show that the proposed method has high
dynamic gesture contour feature recognition rate and ges-
ture type recognition accuracy rate, and the recognition time
is short, only 11.6 s, and the average F value of feature
extraction is as high as 0.92.

3. Dynamic Gesture Contour Feature
Extraction Method Based on Residual
Network Transfer Learning

3.1. Dynamic Gesture Segmentation Image. Complicated
background and external lighting can easily affect the acqui-
sition of dynamic gesture images, so it is particularly impor-
tant to choose a suitable gesture collection device. The
sensor is used to segment the depth information of the palm
gesture from the complex background. The distance between
the dynamic gesture and the collection device is detected by
transfer learning.

Assume that the source domain data sample of transfer
learning is expressed as Ds, the label of the source domain
data sample is expressed as Ls, the target domain data sam-
ple is expressed as Dt , and the label of the target domain data
sample is expressed as Lt . Nonlinearly change the character-
istics of the source and target domains, and align the source
and target domain characteristics to perform second-order
statistics. If the dynamic gesture contour feature covariance
matrix is expressed as Ct , the loss between the contour fea-
tures of the dynamic gesture on each feature layer of the
source domain and the target domain is

ls =
1
4Ct

Ds −Dtk k2 Ls − Ltk k2: ð1Þ

For the classification model, the feature adaptation
method is adopted, if the source domain data sample classi-
fier is U f , the target domain data sample classifier is Ul, and
then the classification loss PðDsÞ of the source domain data
sample Ds of transfer learning can be expressed as

P Dsð Þ =min
1
Ct

P U f ,Ul

� �
, ð2Þ

where PðUf ,UlÞ is cross entropy function. The classification
loss PðDsÞ of the target domain data sample Dt of transfer
learning can be expressed as

P Dtð Þ =min
1
Ct

K Ulð Þ, ð3Þ

where KðUlÞ is entropy function. Thus, the loss function of
constructing the migration learning architecture is expressed
as

S hð Þ =min
1
Ct

P Dsð Þ + 1
γ
P Dtð Þ + χls, ð4Þ

where γ is the trade-off parameters of the target domain data
sample and χ is loss trade-off parameters between dynamic
gesture contour features. In gesture human-computer inter-
action, the palm is always in front of the camera, so by
selecting an appropriate depth distance threshold, the palm
gesture information can be separated from the background.
However, the selection of the distance threshold is very dif-
ficult, and the threshold selection is inappropriate, which
easily leads to the segmented gestures including arms. Or
when the gesture is close to the body, the palm information
cannot be segmented [15]. In order to overcome the influ-
ence caused by the selection of the threshold, the depth min-
ing of image information is carried out by detecting the
information of the gesture skeleton node. The sensor is used
to collect the gesture bone node data, find the position of the
palm node, and search for dynamic gestures in the palm
node range. When all the pixels on the entire palm are close
to the camera, setting a distance difference threshold can
separate the gesture information from the background, and
the dynamic gesture segmentation process. It is shown in
Figure 1.

As the collector tracks the dynamic gesture skeletal node,
the phenomenon of node drift is prone to occur. At this
time, the distance between the palm node and the collector
is not the actual distance between the palm node and the col-
lector. When the distance difference threshold is segmented,
the gesture segmentation will fail. Therefore, an approximate
method for determining the position of the palm node is
designed [16]. The position coordinates of all self-color
pixels are averaged in a circle with the palm node as the cen-
ter and the distance r between the palm node and the wrist
node as the radius. This can be calculated by using the mean
value to represent the position coordinates of the palm node.
Therefore, the ðxp, ypÞ equation of the palm node collection
is

xp, yp
� �

=
1
T
〠
T

i=1
xi,

1
T
〠
T

i=1
yi

 !
, ð5Þ

where T is the number of self-color pixels in the circle, xi is
the horizontal vector of the i self-color pixel, and yi is the
vertical vector of the i self-color pixel. After the position of
the palm node is found, the gesture is segmented by judging
the distance difference between the palm node and the pixels
in the surrounding area to the collector. When the palm
node is found, the gesture pixels need to be divided around
the palm node [17]. In order to prevent the deviation of
the gesture pixel points due to the drift of the palm node,
the gesture pixel points are segmented in a large rectangular
area centered on the palm node. The algorithm process is as
follows: suppose the distance from the bone palm node
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extracted by the collector to the camera of the collector is d,
the position of the palm node is ðxp, yp, dpÞ, and the position
of the ankle node is ðxr , yr , drÞ. Perform dynamic gesture
pixel segmentation in a rectangular pixel centered on the
palm node with a width of W and a height of H. It is shown
in

W = 1

X xp, yp
� �Hd

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xp − xr
� �2 + yp − yr

� �2r
: ð6Þ

The dynamic gesture segmentation is carried out
through equation (6), and the basic pixel points of each
dynamic gesture image are obtained, so that the subsequent
recognition of the dynamic gesture contour feature is more
unified, thereby increasing the rate of dynamic gesture
extraction.

3.2. Recognize the Characteristic Contours of Dynamic
Gestures. Recognize the segmented dynamic gesture image.
First, initialize the value of the feature contour image, output
the network model of the last layer of the training connec-
tion layer, and replace it with the dynamic gesture feature
contour image. On this basis, the dynamic gesture feature
recognition model is trained, the training set is recognized
by the model obtained during each training, and the training
accuracy is obtained. The dynamic gesture feature contour
image is recognized to obtain the accuracy of the test set.
When the current method performs dynamic gesture feature
contour recognition, it cannot accurately recognize the con-
tour and texture of the dynamic gesture, resulting in a low

accuracy of dynamic gesture recognition. This is caused by
the deep learning neural network layer of the recognition
machine. Introduce the residual network model, before the
level output, through the use of identity mapping, let the
output layer cross the previous layer for data entry, and exe-
cute the identity mapping signal to avoid the network layer
being too deep [18].

If the residual network has a total of l layers, the fully
connected layer belongs to the last layer in the residual net-
work, and the output of the residual mapping is expressed as

F xl−1
� �

= g σi ⊗ g σi ⊗ xl−1
� �� �

: ð7Þ

Then, the output of the residual unit in the residual net-
work model is expressed as

H xl−1
� �

= g F xl−1
� �

+ κi ⊗ xl−1
� �

: ð8Þ

where σi is convolution kernel parameters, xl−1 is l − 1 layer
input, κi is convolution kernel parameters for convolution
operation, ⊗ is the convolution operation, and gðxÞ is acti-
vated function. It is shown in

g xð Þ =
x if x > 0,

0 if x ≤ 0,

(
ð9Þ

Due to the clever structure of each residual unit, when
the gradient is transmitted backward, the error transmission
mode is converted from the form of continuous multiplica-
tion to the form of addition to the upper level error sensitive
items, thereby avoiding the gradient explosion and gradient
caused by continuous multiplication. The disappearance of
the problem ensures the effectiveness of error transmission.

The actual label and the model predicted label error are
expressed as J . When parameters at layer l − 1 are updated,
the gradient of the current layer needs to be passed to this
layer, and the back propagation algorithm is used to calcu-
late the error sensitive term of this layer as

ϑl−1 =
∂J

∂xl−1
, ð10Þ

If the gradient transfer error sensitive term of the l + 1
layer is expressed as

ϑl+1 =
∂J

∂H xl−1
� � , ð11Þ

then, in the residual network model, when the shortcut is
not connected, Hðxl−1Þ = Fðxl−1Þ, ϑl−1 can be expressed as

ϑl−1 =
∂J

∂H xl−1
� � ∂H xl−1

� �
∂xl−1

: ð12Þ

When the shortcut is connected, Hðxl−1Þ = Fðxl−1Þ + xl−1,

Detecting gesture bone node information

Collecting dynamic gesture image

Begin

Sensor

Palm node position acquisition

Search for dynamic gestures

Constructing dynamic gesture
threshold 

Dynamic gesture segmentation

End

Figure 1: Dynamic gesture segmentation process.
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in back transmission, ϑl−1 can be expressed as

ϑl−1 =
∂J

∂H xl−1
� � ∂H xl−1

� �
∂xl−1

+ 1
 !

: ð13Þ

During the transfer process, due to the residual unit
structure of the residual network, the gradient of the previ-
ous layer can be directly transferred to the next layer and will
not disappear due to the continuous multiplication of the
transfer. In order to expand the scale of the training and rec-
ognition of dynamic gesture feature contours, the residual
network’s processing of the training set images is enhanced.
The processing process includes flipping, rotating, filtering,
cropping, and deformation. Because the difference of
dynamic gesture changes is small, it needs to rely on a cer-
tain subtle feature to distinguish. Therefore, the focus of
dynamic gesture feature contour recognition is to use the
residual network to accurately identify the various features
of dynamic gestures. However, if data enhancement
methods such as cropping and deformation are used, impor-
tant features may be lost, and the image after data enhance-
ment may become unreliable. For different gestures, take the
center node of the wrist as the relative coordinate, and set
the wrist coordinate point as ðx, y, zÞ, and suppose the coor-
dinates corresponding to the feature points of the gesture are
p = ðxi, yi, ziÞ, i = 1, 2, 3, 4⋯ n. Therefore, the distance (Si)
between the wrist coordinates and the dynamic gesture fea-
ture is

Si =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x − xið Þ2 + y − yið Þ2 + z − zið Þ2

q
: ð14Þ

According to the above equation, within a certain time T
, the motion sequence of the dynamic gesture skeleton node
is expressed as (D = Si

1, Si2, Si3,⋯, Sin), and the time series
of the test gesture is (Y = T1, T2, T3,⋯, Tn). Find the best
point pair between the two sequences so that the sum of
the distances between the corresponding points is the smal-
lest, expressed as

Q x, yð Þ = ϑl−1Si 〠
i=1

n

ϖ xi, yi, zið Þ, ð15Þ

where ϖ is the corresponding node coefficient. The coordi-
nates corresponding to the feature points of the gesture are
p = ðxi, yi, ziÞ. Through the optimal sum of the distances of
the points, the dynamic gesture images of the training set
are recognized, and three methods are used for enhancement
processing: rotation, flip, and filtering. Rotation is a random
selection between -300 and 300. After rotation, the margins
of the edge are filled with the adjacent background; the
image is flipped horizontally. Image filtering adopts Gauss-
ian filtering method, and the filtered image adds noise and
is clearer than the original image [19]. After the original
dynamic gesture images were enhanced in three ways, the
training set image data set was expanded to 7044 images.
After processing, there are many kinds of gesture recogni-

tion methods, such as neural network, SVM, and convolu-
tional neural network. SVM has obvious effects on the
two-classification processing, and the data outside the train-
ing set can achieve accurate prediction, low generalization
error rate, and good real-time performance. Therefore, the
residual network transfer learning is used to recognize the
segmented gesture image and evaluate the normality of the
gesture. The residual network migration learns the results
of dynamic gesture recognition, tests the credibility of ges-
tures and standard gestures, and provides a basis for
dynamic gesture trace points.

3.3. Scan Feature Contour Frame by Frame. By identifying
the feature contours of dynamic gestures, the basic data of
dynamic gesture images and the skeleton data of gesture
nodes are obtained. Consider the physiological characteris-
tics of a single perception field in the visual pathway or the
contextual adjustment between optic nerves [20]. For the
same image, preserving contour information and removing
background texture are usually contradictory. In this paper,
the salient contour information of some spatial frequency
tuning channels is transferred to the primary visual cortex
in parallel, and the weight fusion processing is realized,
and the salient contour response total − rðx, yÞ is finally
obtained. It is shown in

Total − r x, yð Þ = 〠
n′

j

βj ⋅ Rj x, yð Þ
� �

, ð16Þ

where X is the value of the contour feature point of the
dynamic gesture on the x-coordinate axis, y is the value of
the contour feature point of the dynamic gesture on the y
-coordinate axis, βj is the reference parameter of the node,
Rj is the error parameter of the node, and n′ is band fusion
weight of the contour response on the frequency tuning
channel of the n space, whose value is ½0, 1�. Considering
that on the low-frequency spatial frequency tuning channel,
the contour map mainly represents the overall contour of
the image [21]. Therefore, based on the fusion coding of
the frequency-divided visual information stream under the
primary visual cortex, and considering the influence of the
frequency-divided characteristic parameters on the fusion
weight, a value model for drawing points is proposed. It is
shown in

βj = total − r x, yð Þ½ � e−∂ j

∑n′
j=1e

, ð17Þ

where e−∂ j is the outer value of feature trace node and e is
inner value of feature trace node. Through equation (7),
the contour feature of the dynamic gesture is traced, and
the coordinate data of the skeleton node of the contour of
the dynamic gesture is extracted to realize the feature trace
of the dynamic gesture. Next, there is a need to go through
the standard dynamic gesture detection of the dynamic ges-
ture sample library, and the contour features of the dynamic
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gesture by matching the optimal residual network transfer
learning method were extracted.

3.4. Extract Contour Features of Dynamic Gestures. The
color space model is used to check the area of the dynamic
gestures. After obtaining the dynamic gesture region,
according to the geometric features in the dynamic gesture
sample library, the dynamic gesture region is traced a second
time, and the gesture region square is extracted. According
to the color characteristics between the images, grayscale
changes and binarization remove the brighter interference
items such as the background and then remove the darker
interference items such as nails and dark backgrounds.
Finally, the projection filtering operation is performed, and
the vertical projection operation is performed on the
dynamic gesture part. Set a certain threshold. If the vertical
projection is less than the threshold, it will be set to black
to remove interference items such as irrelevant lines [22,
23]. Perform skin color model processing on the obtained
dynamic gesture contour area window to detect the approx-
imate range of the dynamic gesture area. Determine the skin
area; it is shown in

Suppose A is the area of the skin area of the dynamic ges-
ture contour and B is to identify the total area of the image.
Then, it is determined that the skin area is a dynamic gesture
contour area. The area of the filtered area was sorted, and the
largest value is the area square of the final detection. Assign
0 to the nondynamic gesture contour area in the original
image, that is, paint it in black. The method is to first assign
the original image to 0 and black it, and then the detected
dynamic gesture contour area window to 1 white was
assigned, and then the AND operation was performed with
the unprocessed original image to obtain an image with only
the dynamic gesture contour area square. Perform grayscale
processing on the above image, and then binarize it; only the
dynamic gesture contour area exists, and it is white. After
multiplying by the unprocessed original image, a picture
with only dynamic gesture outline area (including nails
and darker background) is obtained [24–25]. Perform gray-
scale processing on the image obtained above (set a certain
threshold). The white area obtained after binarization is
the dynamic gesture contour area. According to the method
process of the image projection filtering operation, the white
connected areas of the dynamic gesture area are labeled, and
each line of each area is traversed. Add each row of the area
and project the image longitudinally to obtain the processed
dynamic gesture contour feature image, which realizes the
dynamic gesture contour feature extraction.

3.5. Method for Feature Recognition of Dynamic Gesture
Contours. The residual network migration learning is used
to realize dynamic gesture contour feature and dynamic ges-
ture type recognition; the dynamic gesture contour feature
recognition method is described as

(i) Input: obtain the loss function of the migration
learning architecture through the source and target
domains with or without labels in the migration
learning SðhÞ. Set the input of a layer in the residual

network to τ. After passing some convolutional
layers and activation functions, a residual mapping
Fðxl−1Þ is obtained.

(ii) Output: extraction result of dynamic gesture contour
feature potentialTðλÞ.

(1) The sensor is used to segment the depth information
of the palm gesture from the complex background.
The distance between the dynamic gesture and the
collection device is detected by transfer learning.
Construct the loss function of the transfer learning
architecture SðhÞ. Calculate the position coordinates
of the palm nodes, and segment the pixels of the
dynamic gesture image

(2) Initialize the contour image of the dynamic gesture
feature, and use the residual network method to cal-
culate the error-sensitive items ϑl−1. Obtain the dis-
tance between the wrist coordinate and the
dynamic gesture feature, and accurately identify the
contour and texture feature of the dynamic gesture
through the optimal sum of the distances of the
points

(3) Obtain significant contour response total − rðx, yÞ
through weight fusion processing. Considering the
influence of the frequency-division characteristic
parameters on the fusion weight, the βj is con-
structed to draw the point value model, and the
dynamic gesture contour features are drawn frame
by frame

(4) The gray scale and binarization process the dynamic
gesture contour area, detect the approximate range
of the dynamic gesture area, and obtain the dynamic
gesture contour feature extraction result as TðλÞ

T λð Þ = 1
S hð Þ F xl−1

� �
βjr x, yð Þ ð18Þ

(5) End

In summary, to achieve the feature extraction of
dynamic gesture contours, the specific process is shown in
Figure 2.

4. Experimental Analysis and Results

4.1. Experimental Environment and Data Set. In order to
verify the effectiveness of the dynamic gesture contour fea-
ture extraction method based on residual network migration
learning, the experimental hardware configuration is
i72.6GHz processor, 16GB RAM graphics workstation, and
Kinect 2.0 sensor. VS2008, OpenCV, and WindowsSDK2.0
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software development platforms are used to conduct simula-
tion experiments.

The experiment uses CGD gesture recognition data set,
11k Hands data set, and HandNet data set as data sources:

(1) CGD gesture recognition data set: this data set
mainly includes 24-letter images, collected by 5 peo-
ple under different illumination and different height
conditions.

(2) 11k Hands data set: this data set covers 11,076 hand
images, the age of the collected objects is between 18
and 75 years old, and the pixels are 1600 × 1200

pixels. The gesture images in this data set are all
taken from the back and palm sides of the hand.

(3) HandNet data set: gesture images in this data set are
taken at different locations, and they are all taken
from different directions using RGB-D cameras to
form nonrigid deformed images.

After obtaining data from the above three data sets, dis-
tinguish similar or nonstandard gestures, and calculate the
bone feature point data obtained by the proposed method,
select 4 dynamic gestures with larger differences for analysis,
and establish a sample library. At the same time, 18 3D fea-
ture points such as the palm, wrist, elbow, shoulder, and
shoulder center were selected to analyze the gesture changes,
and the influence of other regional feature points on gesture
recognition was not considered. The established sample
library contains human palm movements with different illu-
mination and different heights, and a total of 400 sets of ges-
ture image data are selected.

4.2. Evaluation Criteria

(1) Taking the first image of the hand as the object, the
computer is used to draw the process of gesture
image segmentation, contour recognition, contour
tracing, and feature recognition, in order to show
the intuitive effect of using the proposed method to
extract the contour features of dynamic gestures

(2) Dynamic gesture contour feature recognition rate
refers to the ratio of the number of relevant dynamic
gesture contour feature points to the total number in
the gesture recognition database. The calculation
equation is

Ds =
αz
σz

× 100%, ð19Þ

where αz is the number of identified contour feature points
of related dynamic gestures and σz is the total number of
contour features of dynamic gestures to be recognized

(3) In the recognition time of dynamic gesture contour
feature, taking the recognition time of dynamic ges-
ture contour feature as a criteria, combine the pro-
posed method with Bastos et al.’s [8] method, Peng
et al.’s [9] method, Tang et al.’s [10] method, Zhang
et al.’s [11] method, and Liang and Liao’s [12]
method which are compared to verify the perfor-
mance of the proposed method

(4) Dynamic gesture type recognition accuracy refers to
the correctness of dynamic gesture type recognition,
which reflects the accuracy of dynamic gesture con-
tour feature recognition

Dz =
βz

σz
× 100%, ð20Þ

Begin

Calculating palm node
position coordinates 

Segmentation of
dynamic gesture

image pixels 

Initialized dynamic gesture
feature contour image 

End

Collecting palm pose
depth information 

Recognized dynamic
gesture contour and texture

features 

Frame by frame point
dynamic gesture contour

feature 

Obtained the dynamic
gesture contour feature

extraction results 

Figure 2: Dynamic gesture contour feature extraction process.
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where βz is the number of correctly identified dynamic ges-
ture contour features.

(5) The F value of dynamic gesture contour feature
extraction is the weighted harmonic average of the
precision rate and the recall rate, which can take into
account the precision and recall rate of the method,
and is a comprehensive evaluation criteria

4.3. Results and Discussion. Taking a fist holding gesture
image as the original image, the proposed method is used
to segment and recognize the gesture image and finally real-
ize the contour feature extraction. The process diagram is
shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the proposed method
can be input to the computer to draw the overall dynamic
gesture contour feature extraction process and can effec-
tively trace the feature contour to complete the feature
extraction.

Select 800 dynamic gesture contour feature points and 4
dynamic gesture types. Among them, there are 150 contour
feature points for the dynamic gesture type of hand grasping
fist with index finger and middle finger extending, 230 con-
tour feature points for the dynamic gesture type of hand
grasping fist with thumb up, and the contour feature of hand
grasping fist with thumb and little finger extending dynamic
gesture. There are 220 points, and there are 200 contour fea-
ture points of the five-finger open palm dynamic gesture
type. Select 90 sets of data as the training set, 4 sets of aver-
age values as the test samples, respectively, using the pro-

posed method and Bastos et al.’s [8] method, Peng et al.’s
[9] method, Tang et al.’s [10] method, Zhang et al.’s [11]
method, and Liang and Liao’s [12] method which are com-
pared, and the recognition rate of dynamic gesture contour
features of different methods is obtained. It is shown in
Figure 4.

According to Figure 4. When there are 800 dynamic ges-
ture contour feature points, the average dynamic gesture
contour feature recognition rate of Bastos et al.’s [8] method
is 60%, and the average dynamic gesture contour feature rec-
ognition rate of Peng et al.’s [9] method is 57%, the average
dynamic gesture contour feature recognition rate of Tang
et al.’s [10] method is 82%, the average dynamic gesture con-
tour feature recognition rate of Zhang et al.’s [11] method is
76%, and the average dynamic gesture contour feature rec-
ognition rate of Liang and Liao’s [12] method is 10%. The
average recognition rate of dynamic gesture contour features
is 91%. It can be seen that the dynamic gesture contour fea-
ture recognition rate of the proposed method is relatively
high. Because the proposed method uses transfer learning
to segment dynamic gesture images, feature contour images
were initialized, and dynamic gesture feature recognition
models were trained. Using the residual network method,
each feature of the dynamic gesture contour is accurately
recognized, and the influence caused by the excessively deep
network layer is avoided, thereby improving the recognition
rate of the dynamic gesture contour feature.

On this basis, the dynamic gesture contour feature rec-
ognition time of the proposed method is further verified,
using Bastos et al.’s [8] method, Peng et al.’s [9] method,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Dynamic gesture contour feature extraction.
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Tang et al.’s [10] method, Zhang et al.’s [11] method, and
Liang and Liao’s [12] method for dynamic gesture contour
feature recognition. The comparison results of different
methods of dynamic gesture contour feature recognition
time are obtained. It is shown in Figure 5.

According to Figure 5, as the number of contour fea-
ture points of dynamic gestures increases, the recognition
time of dynamic gesture contour features increases. When
the number of dynamic gesture category recognition fea-
ture points is 800, the dynamic gesture contour feature
recognition time of Bastos et al.’s [8] method is 18.8 s,
and the dynamic gesture contour feature recognition time
of Peng et al.’s [9] method is 25.3 s, the dynamic gesture
contour feature recognition time of Tang et al.’s [10]
method is 19.5 s, the dynamic gesture contour feature rec-
ognition time of Zhang et al.’s [11] method is 23.8 s, and
the dynamic gesture contour feature recognition time of
Liang and Liao’s [12] method is 16.9 s. The dynamic ges-
ture contour feature recognition time of the proposed
method is only 11.6 s. It can be seen that the dynamic ges-
ture contour feature recognition time of the proposed
method is shorter. Because the proposed method detects
the distance between the dynamic gesture and the acquisi-
tion device through transfer learning and divides the
dynamic gesture image to obtain the basic pixel points of
each dynamic gesture image, the dynamic gesture extrac-
tion rate is increased, and the dynamic gesture contour
feature recognition time is shortened.

In order to verify the accuracy of the dynamic gesture
type recognition of the proposed method, Bastos et al.’s [8]
method, Peng et al.’s [9] method, Tang et al.’s [10] method,
Zhang et al.’s [11] method, and Liang and Liao’s [12]
method are compared with the proposed method, respec-
tively. Thus, the comparison results of the accuracy of
dynamic gesture type recognition of different methods can
be obtained. It is shown in Figure 6.

According to Figure 6, for different dynamic gesture
types, the average dynamic gesture type recognition accu-
racy of Bastos et al.’s [8] method is 42%, the average
dynamic gesture type recognition accuracy of Peng et al.’s
[9] method is 71%, and the average dynamic gesture type
of Tang et al.’s [10] method. The recognition accuracy rate
is 81%, the average dynamic gesture type recognition accu-
racy rate of Zhang et al.’s [11] method is 61%, and the aver-
age dynamic gesture type recognition accuracy rate of Liang
and Liao’s [12] method is 56%. The average dynamic gesture
type recognition accuracy of the proposed method is 92%. It
can be seen that the dynamic gesture type recognition accu-
racy of the proposed method is relatively high. Because the
proposed method adopts the residual network method
through transfer learning, the dynamic gesture contour is
accurately recognized, and the processing weight is merged
to obtain a significant contour response. According to the
geometric characteristics of the dynamic gesture drawing
area, the dynamic gesture part is projected longitudinally,
and the dynamic gesture contour area is binarized, so as to
effectively improve the accuracy of dynamic gesture type
recognition.

In order to further verify the comprehensiveness and
accuracy of the method proposed, the F value is selected as
a criteria, and the proposed method is compared with the
method of [8], method of [9], method of [10], method of
[11] and method of [12], and the results are shown in
Table 1.

The value range of F value is ½0, 1�, and the larger the
value of F in the value range, the better the output effect of
the proposed method. According to Table 1, it can be seen
that the average F value of the dynamic gesture contour fea-
ture extraction proposed method is 0.92, the average F value
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Figure 4: Comparison results of dynamic gesture contour feature
recognition rate with different methods.
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Figure 5: Recognition time comparison results of dynamic gesture
contour feature with different methods.
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of [8] is 0.84, the average F value of [9] is 0.72, and the aver-
age F value of [10]. The average value is 0.84, the average F
value of [11] is 0.67, and the average F value of [12] is 0.68.
It can be clearly seen that this method has absolute advan-
tages, and the F value is large, which shows that this paper
uses residual network transfer learning to extract dynamic
gesture contour features, which can balance the accuracy
and recall of the method and obtain better feature extraction
effect.

5. Conclusions

In order to improve the recognition rate of dynamic gesture
contour features and the accuracy of dynamic gesture type
recognition and shorten the recognition time of dynamic
gesture contour features, a dynamic gesture contour feature
extraction method based on residual network migration
learning is proposed. Sensors are used to integrate dynamic
gesture information, transfer learning is used to detect the
distance between dynamic gestures and the collection device,
and dynamic gesture images are segmented in the back-

ground to obtain basic pixels of each dynamic gesture image,
which shortens the time for dynamic gesture contour feature
recognition. Initialize the feature contour image, train the
dynamic gesture feature recognition model, and use the
residual network method to accurately identify the dynamic
gesture contour and texture feature, merge the processing
weights, and get a significant contour response. The contour
features of dynamic gestures are traced frame by frame, and
the contour area of dynamic gestures is processed by gray
scale and binarization, which improves the accuracy of
dynamic gesture type recognition. However, the proposed
method can fully suppress the contour texture and cannot
achieve better results. In the future, the research on contour
texture should be enhanced. Based on the frequency division
characteristics of the perception field, visual processing
mechanisms such as peripheral texture suppression guided
by multifeature information, and frequency division visual
flow fusion of the primary visual cortex should be proposed.
This can not only ensure the continuity and completeness of
the contour to the greatest extent but also effectively sup-
press texture noise.
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